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ABSTRAKT 

Tato bakalářská práce se zaměřuje na tři vesmírné mise, a to Mars Pathfinder, Mars 

Exploration Rover a Mars Science Laboratory. Hlavní součástí těchto tří misí jsou čtyři 

rovery (Sojourner, Spirit, Opportunity a Curiosity), které byly odeslány na povrch Rudé 

planety. Práce se věnuje především vědeckému vybavení jednotlivých roverů, použitým 

technologiím a nejdůležitějším vědeckým poznatkům získaných za dobu působení roverů 

na Marsu.  

 

 

ABSTRACT 

This Bachelor´s thesis focuses on three space missions: Mars Pathfinder, Mars 

Exploration Rover, and Mars Science Laboratory. The main part of these three missions 

are four rovers (Sojourner, Spirit, Opportunity, and Curiosity) that have been sent to the 

surface of the Red Planet. The thesis is focused especially on the scientific tools of the 

individual rovers, the technology used and on the most important scientific knowledge 

gained during the missions on Mars.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Exploration of Mars has always been one of the very popular topics among 

scientists as well as the general public. There has always been a presumption that some 

form of life was, or still is, on the surface of Mars. Consequently, a great number of 

orbiters, landers, and other exploration devices have been sent to Mars. Among these 

devices, four rovers excel. Since newer rovers use improved technology, compared to the 

previous ones, each of them, and consequently also each chapter, will be considered from 

a slightly different point of view. 

This Bachelor´s thesis deals with the missions of four rovers launched to Mars 

between the years 1996 and 2012. Since Pathfinder, Mars Exploration Rover, and Mars 

Science Laboratory are the main missions under discussion, the thesis will sum up the 

most important information about them, focusing only on the time period between the 

entry to the Martian atmosphere and the last signal received by Earth.   

The first chapter will be dedicated to the description of Pathfinder Mission. The 

main focus will be on the rover used for this mission, its basic properties, scientific tools 

and electronics, the principle of its motion, navigation, power supply, and 

telecommunication. As well as in every subsequent chapter, there are main scientific 

results in addition to the description of the mission.  

 Second mission including rover was Mars Exploration Rover (MER). This 

mission will be the main topic of the second chapter of this thesis. As a part of MER, two 

robotic rovers were sent to the surface of Mars. The contents of this chapter will be very 

similar to those in the first one; however, there will be an even more detailed description 

of the scientific payload, the telecommunication, and Deep Space Network included as 

well. As the MER mission comprises of two parts (since two rovers were launched), the 

chapter will be divided into two parts according to the rover used. Also, the main goals 

of the rovers will be introduced followed by scientific results of the whole MER mission. 

 The third chapter will be dedicated to the last, and the most enhanced, rover sent 

to Mars, Curiosity. The description of its scientific payload will be introduced in a greater 

detail, moreover, a detailed description of new entry, descent, and landing mechanism 

will be added, too.  

 The very last chapter will serve as a concluding part of this thesis that will outline 

possibilities connected with the future use of robotic rovers on the surface of Mars.   
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1 MISSION PATHFINDER 

 

Mars Pathfinder, as JPL-NASA (1999, p.1) claims, “was the first completed 

mission in NASA’s Discovery Program of low-cost, rapidly developed planetary 

missions with highly focused science goals.” All the preparation work started only three 

years before the launch and the final cost was $265 million (JPL, N., 1999), which is, for 

example, one quarter of the cost of the mission Viking 1, its price being one billion 

(“Viking 1: First U.S. Lander on Mars”, 2012). 

The spacecraft of mission was launched on December 1996 and after seven 

months of journey to the Red Planet successfully landed at the ancient flood valley called 

Ares Vallis. It was on July 4, 1997. From this moment, the lander and rover (Sojourner) 

supposed to be working on the Mars for one month (lander) respectively seven 

sols[1](rover). The rover moved on the surface of Mars and then sent the data to the 

Pathfinder lander which communicated with Earth. The Original plan of the mission was 

significantly exceeded and the rover and the lander lost communication at sol 83, which 

meant that the rover worked on Mars more than eleven times longer than had been 

planned. With no doubt, the mission Pathfinder was successful and brought a lot of 

information in the field of science and in the field of used technology. During mission 

lander sent 2.3 million of bit information, including 16,500 images from the lander and 

500 of them made by the rover (JPL, N., 1999).  

 

1.1 Sojourner  

The rover of Pathfinder mission was named after Sojourner Truth who was an 

African-American right activist during the U.S. Civil War (JPL, N., 1999). The Sojourner 

was the first rover used for moving on another planet. As long as the dimensions of 

Sojourner were concerned, it was not rover but microrover. Sojourner had 10.6 kilograms 

and was sixty-five centimetres long, forty-eight centimetres wide and thirty centimetres 

tall. During the journey to Mars, the rover was “packed” and was only eighteen 

centimetres tall. (JPL, N., 1999) 

 

 

 1 sol – is Martian day with average length 24,6598 hours  
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1.1.1 Motion   

The speed of the rover was 0.4 meters per minute and could move away from the 

lander for 500 meters. The motors of the rover were geared to ratio 2000:1 to have the 

torque necessary for driving over obstacles (“Mars Pathfinder Frequently Asked 

Questions”, 1997). Sojourner had six wheels and was using rocker-boogie technology, 

which is a system that uses special way of fixing wheels (see Fig 2.). This system is 

unique because of the independent work of wheels (Every wheel had independent motor.). 

For Sojourner was chosen a six-wheel mechanism, instead of four-wheel, because a six-

wheel offered better stability and obstacle-crossing ability (Stride, 1997). The rover was 

able to overcome obstacles up to size of twenty centimetres (Stride, 1997). The wheels 

were thirteen centimetres in diameter and were made from aluminium with stainless steel 

surface and with cleats for traction (Stride, 1997). 

 

Figure 1. Sojourner Rover  
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1.1.2 Navigation  

The communication could not be real-time, because of the delay in receiving 

signals. The commands had to be sent to lander and then to the rover with time reserve. 

When goal destination was chosen and information about it received by the rover, 

Sojourner was able to travel autonomously to the described destination. 

 As a result of rover´s ability to move autonomously, designers had to equip the 

Sojourner with the hazard detection and avoidance system. This system, how JPL-NASA 

(1997) said, was “a combination of laser-ranging and imaging along with tilt, turn and 

vehicle configuration sensors”. In practise, it means that the rover scanned the obstacle 

and evaluated if the obstacle is crossable or not. If not, the rover chose the shortest way 

Figure 2. Simplification of rocker-bogie mechanism 
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around.  For this detection, cameras and lasers placed on the forepart of the rover were 

used.  

 

1.1.3 Power  

The power for daytime operation was supplied via 0.22 m2 solar arrays placed on 

the top of the surface of the rover (“A Description of the Rover Sojourner”, 1996) (see 

Figure 1.). Such a source produced the highest possible amount of power (16W) at noon 

when the amount of the sunlight was the highest. Another source of power for Sojourner 

were 9 non-rechargeable lithium-thionyl chloride (Li-SOCl2) batteries which provided 

up to 150 Watt-hour. This power was used for night-time actions as well as for those 

when there was insufficient amount of sunlight. These batteries were also used for the 

“health check” during the seven–month long cruise from Earth to Mars. Peak power that 

could be used by the rover was 30W resulting from the combination of peak production 

of solar panel (16W) and batteries. Normal requirements for rover were 10W (“A 

Description of the Rover Sojourner”, 1996). 

 

1.1.4 Scientific instruments  

The main scientific instrument which helped rover to fulfil its missions placed on 

the board of the rover is called Alpha Proton X-Ray Spectrometer. APXS is a tool used 

for chemical analyses of substances (dust, rocks and soil) using the reflection of light (its 

wavelength and absorption) (“Mars Pathfinder Instrument Descriptions”, 1997). Almost 

similar equipment had been previously sent to space as part of many missions, including 

one to Phobos (one of the natural satellites of Mars) conducted by the USSR and missions 

of NASA Surveyor programme (“Alpha particle X-ray spectrometer”, 2001). (see Fig.3) 

 

1.1.5 Telecommunication  

The telecommunication system of the rover was a two-way UHF (Ultra High 

Frequency) radio path between Sojourner and the lander (“Microrover Radios and 

Antennas”, 1997). The telecommunication between the lander and the rover works on the 

same basics as the handheld transceiver, less formally known as a walkie-talkie.  This 

system is the reason why the Earth could not communicate directly to the Sojourner but  

every single command had to pass through the lander communication system.  The 

temperature tolerance of radio and antenna was one of the biggest problems here because 
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of the low temperature on Mars. For this reason, the radio modem in rover was equipped 

with 0.5W heater that ensured smooth communication, especially in the morning when 

the temperature was too low. Scot Stride from JPL-NASA (“Microrover Radios and 

Antennas”, 1997) presented that the temperature ranges of radio modem in rover were 

“- 30C to +40C (operational), -55C to +60C (storage)”. (“Microrover Radios and 

Antennas”, 1997) 

  

 

 

1.1.6. Electronics and CPU  

All the electronic devices on the rover were not designed for the Martian 

temperature, (during the night about -110°C) (“A Description of the Rover Sojourner”, 

1996). Thus, the WEB (Warm Electronics Box) was designed. WEB was insulated and 

coated, was warmed-over by 3.1W heater (RHU) and the waste heat produced by 

Figure 3. APXS Deployment Mechanism 
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electronic. WEB was able to maintain the temperature of electronics between -40°C and 

+40°C. (“A Description of the Rover Sojourner”, 1996) 

The Sojourner rover had only one CPU. The computer had an Intel 8bit  

microprocessor (80C85) with frequency 2MHz. As Jake Matijevic (“Mars Pathfinder 

Frequently Asked Questions”, 1997) from JPL-NASA claimed it could “also address 64K 

of memory. The computer uses, in a 16Kbyte page swapping fashion, the memory 

provided in 4 different chip types.” These four types are described in following table 

(Table 1). (“Mars Pathfinder Frequently Asked Questions”, 1997) 

 

 

 

1.2 Mission  

Mission Mars Pathfinder was composed of two main parts: the lander, formally 

named Carl Sagan Memorial Station, and the rover (JPL, N., 1999). The aims of the 

mission were to bring information about technology usable in future rover missions and 

provide scientific information. One of the technologies tested was landing mechanism. 

This mechanism was different because of the usage of airbags surrounding the lander and 

rover at the time of landing (see Fig. 4). Eight second before landing the airbags inflated 

and at that time the object measured 5.8 metres (JPL, N., 1999). After hitting the ground 

at the speed of 50.4 kilometres per second, the rover and the lander bounced fifteen times 

to up to the height of 15 metress and stopped after 1 kilometre in a valley called Ares 

Vallis (JPL, N., 1999).  

At 2:07 p.m. PDT on July 4, 1997 the first message was received by Earth. The 

message contained mainly “health report” of the spacecraft and the rover but also the very 

first information about the atmosphere and temperature on Mars. This day is called sol 1 

of the mission Pathfinder. During sol 2 and 3 the rover executed first measurements and 

experiments. The first measurement was realized during the night-time of sol 2 and lasted 

ten hours, the rover explored Martian soil. The third sol Sojourner performed a 

mechanical experiment of rover's moving ability (mobility system of the rover and 

Table 1. Types of chips 
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operational ability of wheels on Martian soil) (JPL, N., 1999). The rover also performed 

a thirty-six centimetres long trip to reach the first rock (using APXS), which was 

nicknamed Barnacle Bill. During the rest of the mission the rover investigated other 

fourteen rocks, included rocks nicknamed Scooby-Doo and Yogi and the soil nearby the 

rocks. Apart from chemical experiments, the rover also realized many mechanical 

experiments to improve future rovers. JPL-NASA (1999) also said that these experiments 

included “terrain geometry reconstruction from lander/rover imaging, basic soil 

mechanics by studying wheel sinkage, path reconstruction by dead reckoning and track 

images, and vision sensor performance” as well as “vehicle performance, rover thermal 

conditions, effectiveness of the radio link, and material abrasion by sensing the wear on 

different thicknesses of paint on a rover wheel.” The last information and data was 

received at 3:23 a.m. PDT on September 27, 1997, sol 83. The causes why the contact 

had been lost are unknown. It is believed that the cause was depletion of lander´s battery, 

which was designed only for one-month mission. Up to this time, the rover travelled 

nearly 100 meters. After several unsuccessful attempts of reconnection, the Pathfinder 

mission was officially concluded in March 1998 (JPL, N., 1999).  

 

Figure 4. Entry, Descent, and Landing 
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1.3  Main scientific results  

Sojourner’s research of rounded pebbles and cobbles found on the surface, sockets 

and pebbles in some rocks support the idea that there was flowing water, stable Earth-like 

water system and more warmth (Windows to the Universe team, 2008). 

Next research also showed that catastrophic flood deposited a variety of rock on 

the surface of Mars (Windows to the Universe team, 2008). 

Mission also helped to reveal the composition of the dust. The dust was magnetic 

because of mineral maghemite that is a magnetic form of iron oxide. (“Sojourner: Roving 

on Mars for the First Time”, 2012)  

During time on Mars, Sojourner helped to define the core of Mars, which is 

metallic and is between 1300 km and 2000 km in radius (“Sojourner: Roving on Mars for 

the First Time”, 2012). 
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2 MARS EXPLORATION ROVER (MER) 

 

MER is robotic mission involving two identical rovers, which were launched to 

Mars in summer 2003, the rovers successfully landed on the surface of Mars seven 

months later in January 2004. The rovers are robotic geologist (National Geographic, 

2015) which have been sent to Mars to explore the variety of rocks on the surface with 

aim to find answers about the history of the water on the planet. 

 For the landing on Mars, Gustav Crater, possible lake in the past, was chosen and 

Meridiani Planum where, as the NASA (“Summary”) claimed, “mineral 

deposits (Hematite) suggest Mars had a wet past.” 

 Planned length of the mission was 90 sol for each rover (NASA, 2004). After 

many additional missions, one of the rovers stopped communicating on sol 2210 

(“Update: Spirit and Opportunity”, 2016). The second rover is sending information up to 

now.  

 

2.1 Spirit and Opportunity  

Spirit and Opportunity are the names of two rovers which were send to Mars as a 

part of MER mission.  These rovers were built on the basis of the Sojourner. Although 

using the same basis, the differences between the rovers from 1996 and 2003 are 

significant.  

The main difference is that the landers of MER mission served as a rover’s 

protection during landing, whereas the lander of the mission Pathfinder had some other 

functions (middle part of communication). These functions are during this mission 

conducted by Spirit and Opportunity, making them independent rovers which are reliant 

only on the sunlight (their power source) and the commands from Earth. Another big 

difference is that the rovers have more abilities and are equipped with greater number of 

scientific tools. In the chapter about the MER, I will concentrate on the 

telecommunication, on scientific tools, and description of differences between Sojourner 

and MERs.  
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2.1.1 Detailed Features 

The distinction between Sojourner and Spirit or Opportunity is obvious at first 

sight. While Sojourner was microwave-oven-sized, the Mars Exploration Rovers are 

significantly bigger. They are 1.6 metres long, 1.5 metres tall, 2.3 metres wide and 174 

kilograms heavy which is 17 times more than the weight of the firs Mars Rover (NASA, 

2003). Along with size many other details changed. Power for rovers is produced on 

solar arrays which are 1.3 m2 and are able to produce 900 watt-hours of energy per one 

sol (NASA,2003). Solar power is very practical but also decreases possible range of the 

rover because at some place there is not enough sun activity. Rovers also carry two 8 

amp-h lithium battery (“Technologies of Broad Benefit: Power”). 

.  The main part of the rover’s body is WEB. Each rover has arm where the 

scientific tools are placed. Another part of rovers is called rover equipment deck (RED) 

(for example, antennas are mounted there). 

The maximum speed of the rover is five centimetres per second, but the average 

speed is about one fifth of this, which is one centimetre per second. Sojourner travelled 

about one hundred meters during its three-month mission, Mars Exploration Rovers can 

make same distance during 1 sol. The rovers have similar rocker-bogie suspension system 

that was used on the Sojourner (see Fig. 2.). They also have same number of wheels as 

Sojourner. These wheels are able to overcome obstacles bigger than their diameter, which 

is 26 centimetres.  During the test was confirmed that the rovers are able to climb slopes 

up to 45 degrees but for safety of rovers the maximum slope allowed is 30 degrees 

(NASA, 2003).  

 

2.1.2 Scientific instruments  

Because of the progress of technology, experiences, and new scientific aims the 

rovers were equipped better than their predecessor. Besides the upgraded version of 

APXS the rovers use many tools, which were not on the board of Sojourner. Spirit and 

Opportunity have these scientific tools: 

 

Panoramic Camera 

This is a high-resolution stereo camera composed of two eyes placed 30 

centimetres apart on the top of the rovers (1,5m above the surface, approximately at height 

of human eyes). The camera has 14 different types of filters for making full colour images 
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as well as minerals and atmosphere shots for analyses. These analyses help to choose a 

destination for rover (JPL-NASA, 2004).  

 

Miniature Thermal Emission Spectrometer  

This instrument is used for infrared scanning atmosphere and surface of Mars. That 

determines many different minerals occurring in the environment.  The main goal for this 

piece of equipment, as JPL-NASA (2004) said, is to “search for distinctive minerals that 

are formed by the action of water”.  

 

 

 

Moessbauer Spectrometer  

Moessbauer spectrometer is spectrometer used and designed for identifying the 

iron-bearing minerals. The iron as a part of mineral composition of rock can tell a lot 

about a role of the water in the past. The spectrometer is placed on the arm of the rover. 

 

Figure 5. Spirit and Opportunity  
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Alpha Particles X-ray Spectrometer 

Improved version of Sojourner’s APXS, is also placed on the arm of the rover.  

 

Microscopic Imager  

Microscopic Imager is hybrid of camera and microscope.  This imager takes 

detailed pictures of rocks and soils which are tested on the rover’s arm. 

 

Magnetic arrays   

Three sets of them are placed on each rover to collect airborne dust for analysis. 

 

Rock Abrasion Toll 

Because weathering, the surface of the rocks is not “pure” rocks. For this reason, 

the rovers are equipped with RAT, the equivalent of a geologist´s hammer. The tool is 

able to purify area 4.5 centimetres in diameter to a depth of 5 millimetres (NASA 2003). 

As well as Moessbauer spectrometer, Alpha Particles X-ray spectrometers and 

Microscopic Imager, RAT is also placed on the arm. 

 

2.1.3 Telecommunication  

Opposed to Sojourner the Mars Exploration Rovers are able to communicate 

directly to the Earth. Nevertheless, there are two ways how to receive commands and send 

data back to Earth. The second option is communication via orbiters of Mars. The 2001 

Mars Odysseys and Mars Global Surveyor were used most frequently in the first three 

month of the mission. JPL-NASA (2003) said that it had been 92 percent via Odyssey, 

five percent via MGS and rest via X-Band directly to the Deep Space Network Stations 

on Earth.  

The communications between the orbiter and rover has benefit of being closer 

(“How the rovers can communicate through Mars-orbiting spacecraft “). The distance 

between the rover and the orbiter is significantly smaller and as NASA (“Spacecraft: 

Surface Operations: Rover”) claims “orbiters have Earth in their field of view for much 

longer time periods than the rovers on the ground.”  The speed of data flowing to orbiter 

is 128,000 bits per second. The connection with orbiter can be made only eight minutes 

per sol, when the orbiter has right position. In that eight minutes the sixty megabits of 

data can be sent to orbiter (“How Fast and How Much Data the Rovers Can Send Back“). 
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Subsequent communication orbiter-Earth also has many benefits than rover-Earth 

communication because the orbiter has significantly bigger antennas and is able to see 

Earth sixteen hours per day, which is why they are able to send the data greater amount  

of time (“How Fast and How Much Data the Rovers Can Send Back “). What is more the 

orbiter has a bigger supply of solar power which means that it can operate radio much 

longer.  

The direct Earth communication is transmitted in X-band with range between 8 

and 12 MHz and wavelength between 3.75 and 2.5 centimetres (Wikipedia, 2001). On 

the board of rover, there are two antennas used in Earth-direct communication LGA and 

HGA. The Low gain antenna (LGA) is omnidirectional which means that the antenna 

send and receive data in every direction. On the contrary, the High gain antenna is able 

to send data only in one direction but is steerable. NASA (“X-band radio waves used by 

the rovers to communicate “) compare this to the turning of neck if somebody wants to 

talk without turning whole body. The rover does not need to change its position, only 

change the direction of the antenna. The same amount of data (60 megabits) which the 

rover is able to send to orbiter per 8 minutes is able to send to Earth in time between 1.5 

and 5 hours (“How Fast and How Much Data the Rovers Can Send Back “). But sending 

data for 5 hours is impossible. Because of the circumstances (sunlight and Earth 

visibility). The rover can send data at most 3 hours per sol. The signal from the rover is 

sent to DNS stations  

DSN = Deep Space Network stations are three gigantic complexes of antenna 

placed on the surface of Earth. The first antenna was placed in Goldstone, in California's 

Mojave Desert, second near Madrid in Spain and last one near Canberra in 

Australia. Every complex has three types of antennas: the biggest 70 meters in diameter, 

middle 34 meters and smallest 26 meters (“DNS Complexes “). In this case pays, the 

bigger antenna the stronger signal and higher amount of information (“Size and strength 

of the DSN antennas “). 

The DNS provide communication to almost all spacecraft in our solar system 

which is why the antennas as NASA says are” extremely busy trying to track all of these 

space missions at once.” Because of this there must be sophisticated “schedule” which 

specify time for every mission (Preventing "busy signals"). The speed of rover-Earth 

communication oscillates between about 12,000 bits per second and 3,500 bits per 

second. 
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2.2 Mission 

The mission was divided into two parts MER-A, which included Spirit rover, and 

MER-B that included Opportunity rover. Spirit was launched to Mars on June 10, 2003. 

(NASA, 2003) It was earlier than Opportunity which was launched a nearly a month later 

on July 7, 2003(NASA, 2003). After about seven months of cruise, the first signal from 

Spirit was received on Earth at 8:35 p.m. PST, January 3 (NASA, 2004). After 22 days at 

9:05p.m. PST January 25, the first signal from Opportunity was received too (NASA, 

2004).  

 

2.2.1 Spirit  

 After hitting the ground, Spirit and its lander bounced 8.4 meters high and stopped 

after 27 bounces about 250-300 meters away from the place of the first touch (JPL-NASA, 

2004). The landing side was located only 10 km from the target centre. Gusev Crater was 

chosen as the landing side because, according to NASA (2004), it “appears to have once 

held a lake.” NASA (2004) also refers to the crater as a “bowl bigger than Connecticut.” 

 In the first photo sent by Spirit, there was a plain with many small rocks and 

craters. The descent from the lander was complicated and the rover made it to the surface 

on January 15. Next sol, the rover took first microscopic image (JPL-NASA, 2004). The 

first rock researched in detail was nicknamed “Adirondack”. The researching of this rock 

took 4 sols (JPL-NASA, 2004).  On January 21, the rover stopped communicating for 2 

days. There was the glitch found on the flash memory, luckily as the Tracy McConnell 

(“Spirit, this was your life!”, 2011) said “after re-gigging of its programming, Spirit 

finished its study of “Adirondack” showing us our first look at the inside of a Martian 

rock on 6 February, and then proceeded on its Martian travels.” The rover successfully 

completed its planned 90-sols mission. The mission of the rover was extended several 

times. During this time, the rover experienced the Martian winters and dust storms. The 

rover also had to ride backwards because of the front wheel dragging (JPL-NASA, 2004).  

Also, the software of the rover was upgraded during the mission (“Spirit, this was your 

life!”, 2011). The upgrade from 2007 enabled the rover to be more autonomous and made 

the controlling from Earth easier (“Spirit, this was your life!”, 2011). Among the other 

things, because of the Dust Devils which helped to clean the solar arrays (National 

Geographic, 2015), the rover communicated until sol 2210 (March 22, 2010) (“Update: 

Spirit and Opportunity”, 2016). During the Martian winter, energy fell below the 
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minimum, which is why the rover was not able to work. The reconnection attempts were 

stopped on May 25, 2011 (“Update: Spirit and Opportunity”, 2016).  The rover 

travelled 7,730.50 meters and worked almost 25 times longer than had been planned 

(“Update: Spirit and Opportunity”, 2016). 

  

 

 

2.2.2 Opportunity 

 The landing of Opportunity was almost the same as the landing of Spirit.The 

lander, surrounded by airbags, bounced 26 times and stopped 200 meters away from the 

place of the initial impact and twenty-five kilometres away from the centre of the target 

area (JPL-NASA, 2004). “Oppy”, how is Opportunity nicknamed, landed on the place 

called Meridiani Planum, in a small (two meters deep, twenty-two meters wide) crater 

which was informally named “Eagle crater” (JPL-NASA, 2004). 

 Opportunity found the objects to be researched very fast. It landed nearby an 

outcrop of rocks that were studied in a detail for about two months (JPL-NASA, 2004). 

After the end of the initial mission, Opportunity, as well as Spirit, had to stop working 

and sending information since it was the worst part of the Martian year, from the solar-

energy point of view (“Update: Spirit and Opportunity”, 2016).  

Figure 6. The landing sides of the rovers 
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 In the beginning of the second extension, Opportunity had to analyse a crater, 130 

meters wide and 22 meters deep, because there was no certainty that it will be able to 

climb back. After the analysis, Oppy was able to ride down and study different layers of 

the crater. During the second extension, Opportunity travelled about 1.6 kilometres (JPL-

NASA, 2004). 

 Spirit and Opportunity both overcame Martian winters, dust storms, and others. 

However, there is one difference between them. Opportunity is still active and is sending 

data back to Earth. At the time of May 22, 2017, the rover has spent 4738 sols there and 

has travelled 44.8 kilometres (“Update: Spirit and Opportunity”, 2017). Opportunity 

overcame its planned lifespan more than fifty times and is still in motion. With the total 

odometry being 44.8 kilometres, Opportunity is the “record man” among the space rovers 

(second, Lunokhod 2, had travelled 39 kilometres on the surface of the Moon (“Lunokhod 

2”, 2001)). At time of May 17, 2017 Opportunity was on the rim of the Endeavour Crater 

(see Fig. 7) (“Update: Spirit and Opportunity”, 2017). 

 

2.3 Main scientific results 

 At the beginning of the mission, there were four main scientific goals for the 

rovers Spirit and Opportunity. NASA (“Goals”) call them:  

 

Determine whether Life ever arose on Mars 

Because the life needs water, the rovers were searching for the marks of water 

from the past. Opportunity found that the Meridiani Planum, as NASA (“Goal 1: 

Determine Whether Life Ever Arose on Mars”) said, was a “water-soaked place”.  

The researched rock outcrop called “El Capitan” showed that the part of its 

structure was jarosite. This mineral, according to NASA (“Goal 1: Determine Whether 

Life Ever Arose on Mars”), “only forms in the presence of acidic water, so this mineral 

provides clues to what the environment was like when water was around.” The water 

like this was not life-friendly but the microbes could occur and prosper there. 

Opportunity found deposits of minerals which were created by a salty body of 

water. These deposits were similar to those which can be found on Earth in desert regions.   

There were cavities in the rock found by Opportunity. The shape and size of the 

cavities were similar to Earth cavities which were created by groundwater (“Goal 1: 
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Determine Whether Life Ever Arose on Mars”). Searching for the water is the first step 

to find whether there could be life or not. 

 

 

 

Characterize the Climate of Mars 

The climate of Mars is really cold; thus, it is not possible to find water in its liquid 

form there. Previous results showed that Mars had been wetter than it is today. The 

knowledge about today’s climate helps to understand how the climate could look like in 

the past, in the Mars’ “wet” period.  

The rover provides daily weather reports which say that the weather is changing 

with height and, of course, with regards to the current season of the year. For example, 

the rover noted “a thin veneer of frost coating a black peg. (“Goal 2: Characterize the 

Climate of Mars”). 

During the mission on Mars, there were photos taken depicting the whirlwind 

called dust devils. Spirit observed many dust devils commonly during the “lunch time” 

local time (“Goal 2: Characterize the Climate of Mars”). (see Fig. 8) 

Figure 7. Trajectory of Opportunity (December 2016) 
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Characterize the Geology of Mars 

Similarly to the Opportunity´s finding of jarosite, Spirit found a mineral called 

goethite and hematite, which, as well as jarosite, are often formed with the presence of  

water (“Goal 3: Characterize the Geology of Mars”). 

The rovers have sent many panoramic photos during the mission. Kobie Boykins, 

an engineer from NASA, says that one of the most important pictures taken by the rovers 

was an image of one particular place. The picture was taken by both, the rover as well as 

the orbiter, at the same time. “Now we can do atmospheric science from the ground and 

from the orbit at the exact same time,” said Boykins (National Geographic, 2015). 

 

Prepare for Human Exploration 

This is a long-term aim which interfered every spacecraft mission sent to Mars 

after 2001 Odyssey. Gained pieces of knowledge about the used technology and about 

Mars generally, will help to perform future Human Exploration Missions.  

One of the biggest success in this area was that the rovers were able to sustain all 

four seasons on the Mars, especially winter.  

  

Figure 8. The dust devil on the surface of Mars 

https://smd-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/science-red/s3fs-public/mnt/medialibrary/2005/07/10/14jul_dustdevils_resources/dustdevilmovie_med.gif
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3 MARS SCIENCE LABORATORY (MSL) 

 

MSL is the last rover mission, part of which the robotic rover Curiosity was sent 

to the surface of Mars. On November 26, 2011, the spacecraft was successfully launched 

and after 7 months and 10 days on August the 5, 2012 (PDT), the rover successfully 

landed on Mars. Kobie Boykins says that “Curiosity is a different vehicle instead being 

roving geologist, it’s a roving biologist. Its job is to look for past places on Mars that 

could have sustained life.” (National Geographic, 2015) Its goal is to find out if Mars 

could have supported life. In order to find the answer to this question, Curiosity Rover was 

sent to Gale Crater. 

 

3.1 Curiosity  

Curiosity as a successor of MERs and Sojourner uses many of same technologies 

as its predecessors. On the board of Curiosity, the WEB and RED can be found as well 

as on the previous rovers. Similarly to the preceding rovers, Curiosity uses rocker-boogie 

mechanism and has 6 wheels. The thing which has changed a lot is the size of the wheels. 

The wheels gained 24 centimetres in diameter. The top speed, according to NASA, is 5 

centimetres per second which is equal to the speed of as Spirit and Opportunity. The 

ability to climb is still 45 degrees, with 30 degrees allowed. (“Wheels and Legs”) 

The thing which is also similar to MERs is the software engineering. As well as 

in case of the previous missions, the rover uses navigation and hazard-avoidance 

software. The engineers from NASA send data to the rover every day. As a part of this 

data, upgrades tested on Earth (on the same rover in similar conditions) can be sent to 

Mars, too. (“Software Engineering”) 

One of the most obvious things which separates Curiosity from its predecessors is 

the size. As the Sojourner could be, from the size point of view, compared to a microwave 

oven, Curiosity can be compared to a small automobile. The length is 3 meters, width 2.7 

meters and height 2.2 meters. Regarding weight, Curiosity has 899 kilograms which is 

about 725kilograms more than each MER. (“Rover”) Curiosity can be compared, for 

example, to automobile Škoda CityGo which weighs only 30 kilograms more. The rover 

also has significantly improved electronics. Curiosity has a 256 MB DRAM and 2 GB 

flash memory. (“Brains”). “This onboard memory has roughly 8 times bigger capacity 

https://mars.nasa.gov/msl/mission/technology/insituexploration/planetarymobility/
https://mars.nasa.gov/msl/mission/technology/insituexploration/planetarymobility/
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than the memory of Mars Exploration Rovers.” (“Brains”) Another significant 

improvement of the rover is its power source.  

 

 

 

3.1.1 Power  

 One of the biggest differences which rover has is its power source. The rover is 

equipped with the radioisotope power system. This system is based on the natural decay 

of plutonium-238 and was used more than 40 years ago for the first time (“Power”), for 

example, as a part of Galileo, Voyager 1, and New Horizons missions (“Radioisotope 

thermoelectric generator”, 2001-). Power system like this has several advantages over 

solar power system. First of them is the rover´s independency on sunlight. For 

Opportunity, it is crucial whether the sun is shining or not, on the contrary, for Curiosity 

it is not. Hand in hand with this, the system brought wider range of possible landing sides. 

During preparation of previous missions, many places had to be rejected because of 

insufficient sun light. 

 The lifespan of this power system is two years. Last of the benefits is its size and 

weight. Basically, the system is smaller and lighter.  NASA says that the radioisotope 

power system helps the rover to “better meet its science goal of understanding the planet's 

potential as a past or present habitat for life. “(“Power”) 

Figure 9. Curiosity 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Voyager_1
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3.1.2 Telecommunication  

 The communication of Curiosity rover works on the same basis as the 

telecommunication of MER. For communication, Curiosity uses 3 antennas (UHF, Low 

Gain, and High Gain antenna). The main communication path from Curiosity is: Curiosity 

- NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter - Earth. This signal, originally sent by UHF 

antenna, can also go to Mars Orbiter Odyssey and then to Earth which is the main path of 

the Opportunity’s signal. (“Telecommunications”)  

 LGA and HGA work in the same way as in the case of MER mission (see chapter 

2.1.3). Another possible path of the signal is using Electra experiment. NASA (“Electra”) 

says that Electra “is a telecommunications package that acts as a communications relay 

and navigation aid for Mars spacecraft.”  In connection to Mars Science Laboratory, 

Electra has very important role in the precise determination of the rover´s location. 

(“Electra”) 

 

3.1.3  Scientific instruments  

 One of the greatest differences between previous rovers and Curiosity is its 

scientific equipment. On the board of the rover, four types of equipment can be found. 

Moreover, there is a scoop, a brush, and a drill at the end of the rover’s arm. Therefore, 

the rover is able to collect samples and put them into the scientific instruments which are 

placed on the deck of the rover. 

 

Cameras  

On board of the rover, there are 3 main types of cameras. First of them is a Mast 

Camera (Mastcam). This camera is the successor of Panoramic Camera of Spirit and 

Opportunity. As well as Panoramic Camera, Mastcam is placed on the mast. The Mastcam 

also consists of two “eyes” and is able to stitch taken images together and make a 

panoramic picture. This camera has a great amount of new functions when compared to 

the previous one. For example, the camera is able to take HD video at 10 frames per 

second. Electronics on Mastcam can process images without dependency on the central 

processing unit. NASA (“Mast Camera (Mastcam)”) says that the main Mastcam  

scientific task is to study “the Martian landscape, rocks, and soils; to view frost and  

weather phenomena; and to support the driving and sampling operations of the rover”   

(“Mast Camera (Mastcam)”). 
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 Second Curiosity´s camera is MAHLI. Mars Hand Lens Imager is a camera placed 

at the end of the robotic arm and has an advanced zooming mechanism and two types of 

light sources. One of these sources is a light similar to the light of a flashlight and the 

second one is an ultraviolet source which makes camera usable during the night.  The 

main objective of the MAHLI is to “acquire images, particularly at (but not at all not 

limited to) hand lens scale, which facilitate the interpretation of the petrography and 

mineralogy of rocks and regolith fines at the MSL investigation site, attributes that are 

critical for describing the materials and deciphering the processes that have acted on 

them” (“MAHLI”). In addition to this, MAHLI images help to select the materials which 

will be examined by other instruments. (“MAHLI”) 

 The last important camera is Mars Descent Imager. This camera was mounted on 

the rover to take pictures during descent, landing, touchdown and few additional seconds 

on the surface. (“Mars Descent Imager (MARDI)”) 

  

 

Spectrometers 

 Camera or rather spectrometer than camera is ChemCam. Chemistry & 

Camera´s main task is to “analyse the chemical composition of the rock and soil” 

(“Chemistry & Camera (ChemCam”). The ChemCam is composed of four components: 

Figure 10. Scientific payload of Curiosity 

https://mars.nasa.gov/msl/mission/instruments/cameras/mardi/
https://mars.nasa.gov/msl/mission/instruments/cameras/mardi/
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Telescope, Remote Micro-Imager, Laser, and Spectrometer. The first three parts are 

placed on the Curiosity´s mast while the spectrometer is placed on the “body” of the rover.  

The operation of the ChemCam starts with the telescope which is used for focusing on 

the rock. Then the laser is fired and vaporized materials are analysed by the spectrometer 

which can then define the structure of the rock. The interesting ability of ChemCam is to 

work 7 meters away from the analysed rock. (“Chemistry & Camera (ChemCam”) 

 

 

 

Chemistry and Mineralogy instrument, shortly CheMin, is another instrument 

used for studying “the mineralogy and chemical composition of rock and soil” 

(“Chemistry & Mineralogy X-Ray Diffraction (CheMin)”). The CheMin is placed inside 

the rover’s body and works with the samples which are products of the drilling. This 

Figure 11. Laser of ChemCam 
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powder (product of drilling) is then taken to the CheMin and analysed. CheMin works on 

the basis of the X-ray diffraction. The operation starts when the beam of X-rays is directed 

to the sample, “some of the X-rays will be absorbed by atoms in the sample and re-emitted 

or fluoresced at energies that are characteristic of the particular atoms 

present “(“Chemistry & Mineralogy X-Ray Diffraction (CheMin)”). 

One of the spectrometers on the board of Curiosity is APXS which has been placed 

on the board of every rover sent to Mars. The last spectrometer used by Curiosity is 

Sample Analysis at Mars Instrument Suit. SAM is the biggest instrument (almost 40 

kilograms) of Curiosity and is a half of the whole Curiosity’s scientific payload. It is a 

device which features many instruments which can be found in the laboratories on Earth. 

Its main job is to “identify a wide range of organic (carbon-containing) compounds” 

(“Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) Instrument Suite”). SAM is a box of approximately 

the same size as a microwave oven and is located inside the rover’s body. Trivially, during 

the operation of SAM, the samples are heated up to about 1,000°C and then the 

spectrometer analyses the gas. SAM is looking for compounds which are essential for 

life. (“Sample Analysis at Mars (SAM) Instrument Suite”) 

 

Radiation Detectors  

On the board of Curiosity, Radiation Detectors RAD and DAN can be found. First 

of them is Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD) whose main goal is to collect data about 

radiation during the journey as well as during operations on the surface. This information 

should help to design future missions involving humans (e.g. how strong radiation shield 

will be needed during future human missions). The instrument is placed on the rover’s 

deck. (“Radiation Assessment Detector (RAD)”) 

Main task of the second detector (Radiation Detector DAN (Dynamic Albedo of 

Neutrons)) is to “search for the signs of the water by measuring the hydrogen in the 

ground below” (“Dynamic Albedo of Neutrons (DAN)”). DAN should detect whether 

water is bound in the minerals in the researched area or not. (“Dynamic Albedo of 

Neutrons (DAN)”) 

 

Sensors  

Last group of the scientific instruments of Curiosity is group called sensors.  This 

group consists of two sensors: REMS and MEDLI. First of them, Rover Environmental 

Monitoring Station (REMS), is a station which measures the main properties of weather, 
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such as temperature, atmospheric pressure, wind, humidity, and ultraviolet radiation 

levels. The sensors of REMS are placed on the mast of the rover (wind, temperature, 

humidity), on the deck of the rover (UV), and inside the body of the rover (pressure). Last 

sensor is connected to the atmosphere with a small tube. The REMS is designed to resist 

temperatures between 70°C and -130°C. (“Rover Environmental Monitoring Station 

(REMS)”) 

Last sensor is Mars Science Laboratory Entry Descent and Landing Instrument, 

(MEDLI). This sensor is on the board and its task is to collect data during the entry, 

descent, and landing. (“Mars Science Laboratory Entry Descent and Landing Instrument 

(MEDLI)”) 

 

3.2 Mission  

The Mission of the Curiosity started in November 2016 when the spacecraft was 

launched. After more than seven months, Curiosity entered the atmosphere of Mars. The 

action of entry, descent, and landing was really important because the architecture of this 

process was brand new.  

 

3.2.1 Entry, Descent, and Landing  

Because of the rover’s size and weight, the airbag mechanism, used during the 

previous missions, could not be used. This fact forced the NASA’s engineers to use 

another mechanism called Sky Crane system. Such a system was used for the first time. 

The whole entry, descent, and landing process can be divided into four parts: guided entry, 

parachute descent, powered descent, and Sky Crane. (“Entry, Descent, and Landing”) 

The first stage, called guided entry, is the part when the rover enters the Mars’ 

atmosphere. The MSL mission used precision landing techniques for the first time. These 

techniques prevented the rover from landing on undesirable places (steep slopes or rocky 

terrain, for example). This mechanism helped to narrow the range of landing from 

hundreds of kilometres to 20 kilometres (“Guided Entry”). NASA (“Guided Entry”) also 

says that “another new innovation is the ability to receive information throughout the 

entry, descent, and landing process.”  

During the second stage, as well as in the case of previous rover missions, a 

parachute for slowing the rover down was used. The parachute was about 10% larger than 

the parachute used during MER and about 40% larger than the parachute used during the 
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Pathfinder mission. The parachute was popped out 11 kilometres above the ground and 

slowed the rover down about 9%. (“Bigger Parachute”) 

Before the third stage, the heat shield of the rover was separated from Curiosity 

and the parachute. Only 5 second later after that, the rover collected the necessary data 

and started to calculate the precise time of firing the retrorockets. Eighty seconds after 

the heat shield was separated, the parachute with a backshell was separated too, and the 

rover was falling free until the start of powered descent. (“Entry, Descent, and Landing”)  

The main parts of the third stage mechanism were rockets which were fired about 

1.4 kilometres above the surface. Their first task was to get the rover away from the 

separated backshell with parachute to prevent any collision. From this moment, the 

purpose of the rockets was only to slow the rover down. (“Powered Descent”) 

 

 

 

The last stage of the landing, called Sky Crane, started after the retrorockets 

slowed Curiosity almost to zero. At that time, the rockets detached from the rover which  

started to descend with the help of 3 nylon ropes and an "umbilical cord".  When Curiosity 

touched the surface, the ropes and the cord were released. This system had one advantage 

Figure 12. Entry, Descent, and Landing of Curiosity 
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over the previous system which enabled the rover to begin to rove immediately after the 

touchdown. (“Sky Crane”) 

 

3.2.2 Mission 

As a landing site for Curiosity, the Gale Crater had been chosen.  NASA 

(“Curiosity's Landing site: Gale Crater”) says that the Gale Crater had been selected 

because “it has many signs that water was present over its history. Water is a key 

ingredient of life as we know it”. The reason for choosing this location was also Mount 

Sharp whose peak is 5.5 kilometres high and, as Boykins (National Geographic, 2015) 

says, enables to investigate “different layers” as Curiosity is roving up to the top of the 

mountain. During its mission, Curiosity can look at “different time periods” (early time 

periods (lower part of Mount Sharp) as well as later time periods (the upper part of the 

mountain)). 

Despite the fact that the new entry, descent, and landing architecture enabled 

Curiosity to rove right after the touchdown, the first drive of the rover was on the August 

22, 2012. (“First Drive”) The rover went 4.5 meters forward, rotated 120 degrees and then 

went reversely 2,5 meters. During the time between the touchdown and the first ride, the 

“mission controllers on Earth needed to make sure the surface directly beneath the rover's 

wheels did not present an immediate hazard. They also needed to complete deployment 

of the mast, the High Gain Antenna, the sampling system, test communications links, and 

make a few other checks before putting the proverbial “pedal to the metal” ” (“First 

Drive”). The rover performed, among others, these checks: checking the temperature, 

testing the communication using UHF and High-Gain Antenna, taking images right after 

the landing, and determining precise location. (“First Drive”) 

During its stay on the Red Plane, Curiosity has had three bigger issues. First issue 

occurred on February 2013, when the glitch in the rover’s flash memory appeared. As a 

solution, switching the rover to a backup computer was chosen. During this operation, 

Curiosity was put into a “safe mode” in which the rover is almost inactive. (“Computer 

Swap on Curiosity Rover”, 2013) 

The second issue is connected with the motion of the rover. First damage of the 

wheel  was  noticed  on  sol  411 and  was  caused  by  the  Martian  rocky terrain. In the  

Figure 12, the consequences of this can be seen (sol 713). On August 19, 2014, the most-

damaged wheel was the middle one on the left side of the rover. A problem such this has 

not brought any problems with the rover’s motion yet. The life span of the rover´s wheels 
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is prolonged mainly by reverse riding. This precaution enables to transfer part of the 

rover’s weight onto the wheel that are less damaged or are not damaged. Another way 

how to prolong the life span, is a choice of a different path providing more accessible 

terrain without a large amount of rocks. (“Curiosity wheel damage: The problem and 

solutions”, 2014) 

Last problem which has occurred was a malfunction of the drill that (to the 

February 17, 2017), unfortunately, still continues (“Drill Issue Continues to Afflict Mars 

Rover Curiosity”, 2016). 

 

 

 

Planned length of the MSL mission was one Martian year, being 687 sols. The 

rover was designed to rove roughly 20 kilometres. (“Surface Operations “) From the day 

of the landing, the rover has travelled 16.54 kilometres during 1714 sols (June 2, 2017). 

Moreover, the rover is still active and is on its way to the base of Mt. Sharp (“Curiosity's 

Traverse Map Through Sol 1686”, 2017). In the first 1714 sols, the rover examined a  

great amount of rocks and soil (between the landing and December 15, 2016, the rover  

Figure 13. Damage of the wheel of Curiosity 
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drilled into 15 different rocks, for example) (“Drill Issue Continues to Afflict Mars Rover 

Curiosity”, 2016). Collecting and subsequent examination of samples has brought some 

significant results. 

  

 

 

3.3 Main scientific results 

According to NASA (“Top Science Discoveries”, 2015), there are 6 main 

discoveries (between the landing 2012 and May 2015).  

Curiosity found elements such as oxygen, phosphorus, sulphur, and carbon. 

Elements such this are the “key ingredients necessary for life” (“Top Science 

Discoveries”, 2015). The instruments of the rover also enable examination of rocks from 

the inside. The inspected samples “revealed clay minerals and no too much salt, which 

suggests fresh, possibly drinkable water once flowed there” (“Top Science Discoveries”, 

2015). 

Figure 14. Trajectory of Curiosity (sol 1686) 
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Another interesting discovery made by Curiosity is finding that there is methane 

in the Martian atmosphere. Methane can be a product of reactions of water with rocks or 

can be produced by living organisms. What is the exact source that causes the presence 

of methane in the Martian atmosphere is still only matter of discussions. (“Top Science 

Discoveries”, 2015) 

Another measurement done on the surface of Mars have shown that Mars “has lost 

much of its original atmosphere and inventory of water” (“Top Science Discoveries”, 

2015) which proves that Mars had once water and thicker atmosphere. (“Top Science 

Discoveries”, 2015) 

Photos taken by the Curiosity have shown rocks formed into the shape 

significantly reminding the riverbed on the Earth (see fig. 15). These figures are evidence 

of an ancient streams or rivers on the surface of Mars. (“Top Science Discoveries”, 2015) 

 

 

 

One of the main aims of MSL mission is to collect data which will help to design 

mission involving humans. On the cruise to Mars, there was a radiation noticed which 

could cause several health risks for humans. (“Top Science Discoveries”, 2015) 

Figure 15. Riverbed - Mars (left), Earth(right) 
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Second interesting article dealing with important Curiosity’s discoveries 

mentions, among the others, that there were volcanos on Mars and that Red Planet was 

once geologically active. According to this article, one measurement of the ChemCam 

also signifies that the atmosphere contains more oxygen than the scientist expected. (“5 

Cool Discoveries Made by the Mars Curiosity Rover”, 2016) 
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4 FUTURE ROVERS 

 

The MSL mission is definitely not the last Mars rover mission. In March 2017, 

there are two rover missions planned to be launched in a short time horizon. In contrast 

to the past missions, rovers in future will be not “only NASA’s business”. There is one 

planned Mars Rover mission of ESA (European Space Agency) collaborating with 

Roscosmos (Russian Federal Space Agency) and one mission planned by NASA. 

Missions are called ExoMars 2020 (ESA + Roscosmos) and Mars 2020 Rover (NASA). 

From the names of the missions, the year of the launch can be deduced. 

 

4.1 ExoMars Program  

This program is composed of two missions called ExoMars 2016 and ExoMars 

2020. The first of the missions, ExoMars 2016, started on March 14, 2016, when both 

components of the mission, the Orbiter and Schiaparelli, were launched (“ExoMars Trace 

Gas Orbiter and Schiaparelli mission (2016) “, 2017).  

The task of the Trace Gas Orbiter, so-called TGO, is to study the Martian 

atmosphere and help to understand the presence of gases like methane and others with 

small concentration (0-1 % of atmosphere) (“ExoMars Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO)”, 2016). 

The second part of the 2016 mission is really important from the rover point of view. 

Schiaparelli (also known as The ExoMars entry, descent, and landing demonstrator 

module) was used as an experimental module. Its task was to test the entry, descent, and 

landing architecture of 2020 ExoMars rover (see Fig. 16). As a landing site for this 

module, a well-known Meridiani Planum (see Chapter 3) was chosen.  Unfortunately, the 

attempt to land was not successful. The signal was lost about 50 seconds before the 

module was supposed to land. (“Schiaparelli EDM lander”, 2001-) 

 The second of ExoMars missions, ExoMars 2020, is planned to be launched in 

2020 and will include a surface platform and a rover. As well as on the surface platform, 

there should be a great number of scientific instruments on the rover. The rover should 

carry a special drill designed to extract the materials from various depths up to two meters. 

Samples extracted by the drill should be examined afterwards in the rover´s analytical 

laboratory. The design of the rover will be similar to those of the previous types of rovers 

(6 wheels, deck, and mast). On the other hand, the details of the rover should be different. 

For example, it will use a different type of suspension where every wheel will have its 
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own suspension mechanism. A control centre for the rover will be in Italy, Turin. Support 

in communication will be provided by TGO of ExoMars 2016 mission. There are several 

possibilities which could became the landing site of the ExoMars 2020 Rover, but the 

final one has not been specified yet (“Choosing the ExoMars 2020 Landing Site”, 2017).  

(“ExoMars Mission (2020)”, 2016) 

 

 

 

4.2 Mars 2020 Rover 

Mars 2020 Rover is the fifth Mars rover from NASA. The rover will be based on 

the Curiosity rover. It will be of a similar size and will be about 3 metres long, 2.7 metres 

wide, and 2.2 metres tall (“Rover”). There are a lot of things which will be similar to 

Curiosity (six wheels, communication via DSN, rocker-boogie suspension, and others). 

Since Sojourner, every rover has brought some improvements, in the case of this rover it 

will be new or improved scientific instruments, which are developed with the help of such 

countries as Spain, France or Norway.  

 

 

Figure 16. Prototype of ExoMars 2020 Rover 
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In the field of technology, there will be five main improvements. The entry, 

descent, and landing mechanism will be improved again. During descent, the rover will 

take a picture of the terrain underneath itself, compare it with the orbital map, and in case 

of need (rocks or steep slope), the rover will be able to divert from its predetermined way. 

From this point of descent, the process will be the same as the Curiosity´s one.  

 Another improvement of the rover is its ability to keep promising samples. This 

will be highly useful in the case of bringing samples back to Earth from future Mars 

mission. This process would bring many more possibilities of research procedures which 

are not able to be performed on the surface of Mars. The 2020 Rover will be also the very 

first rover on Mars being able to record sound on the surface or in the atmosphere of Mars 

(during landing). The rover will also perform the first test of “producing oxygen from 

Mars´ carbon dioxide atmosphere” (“Using Proven Technologies and Advancing New 

Ones”). The last of these five innovations, the improvement of rover’s wheels, brings a 

Figure 17. Wheel of Mars 2020 Rover 
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solution to problems that occurred during MSL. The wheels will be more durable (due to 

thicker aluminium), will have better traction (due to its new tread pattern), and will have 

a modified shape (reduced width, larger diameter) which helps to maximize the 

performance of the rover. This will also prevent wheels from damage (see Fig. 13) 

(“Using Proven Technologies and Advancing New Ones”)  
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CONCLUSION 

 

The aim of this Bachelor´s thesis was to scrutinise, sum up, and evaluate the most 

important facts about rover missions on the surface of Mars. During almost twenty years 

of such explorations, four rovers (Sojourner, Spirit, Opportunity, and Curiosity) were sent 

to the surface of the Red Planet. The first of them, Sojourner, as a pioneer among the 

planetary rovers, exceeded its plans many times and acquired a great amount of 

information. The mission of the first rover also brought important pieces of knowledge 

that helped to improve the technologies used in the following rovers. A lot of these 

technologies, first tried by Sojourner, proved to be very effective and were used during 

subsequent Mars rover missions (entry, descent, and landing architecture – used during 

MER, rover boogie mechanism used during MER, MSL, and supposedly Mars 2020 

mission, for example).  

The mission that followed was called MER and included Spirit and Opportunity 

rovers. MER could be evaluated as the most successful among the all rover missions, at 

least from the technological point of view. One of these rovers still rove on the surface 

and one exceeded its planned exploration time more than 25 times. This mission included 

both, improved and brand new mechanisms. For example, improved entry, descent, and 

landing mechanism, which is a crucial phase for success of every rover mission. From the 

scientific point of view, the rovers have helped to deepen the knowledge about the Mars. 

The last rover sent to Mars, Curiosity, is another step forward in improvement of 

rovers’ technologies. Curiosity introduced the drill and many other scientific instruments 

which helped to explore Mars from different point of view. Even though that rover is still 

active and performs additional missions, it also shows that there are some parts of the 

rover which still have to be improved before next rover mission planned in 2020 (wheels 

architecture, for example).  

All these three missions showed incredible possibilities of exploring of another 

planet and serve as pioneers for the planned rover missions in future. For example, for 

missions like ExoMars 2020 Rover and Mars 2020 rover. These missions should bring 

new point of view because of, inter alia, the new ability of ExoMars Rover enabling it to 

drill into the depth of two metres.   
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In conclusion, it is important to highlight the importance of all the performed Mars 

missions that have undoubtedly contributed to the humans’ knowledge and that will, 

hopefully, also enable people to be involved in future space missions.   
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